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Nutbox x Mint Club Staking Pool 
Compensation Official 
Announcement
Background
Yesterday the Walnut admin account's private key was cracked by a hacker, who 
transferred user‘s staked assets from Walnut contract to his own address. Our team 
immediately asked for the intervention of the security audit company CertiK to help 
investigate the cause of the hack.

Please see the summarized report below.

It is definitely not done internally by the team. The exact cause of the private key 
leakage is still under investigation.

The hacker withdrew a total of 101,000,000,000 MINT, 158,000 MINTDAO, 118,000 
GRANT and 1,025,538 Cake-LP tokens (MINT/WBNB pool).

Nutbox team will take the corresponding responsibilities and give all the holders a 
reasonable compensation plan.

Please don't trust any unofficial false news.

Compensation Plan
As a responsible platform, we will always put our users first.

After careful discussion, Nutbox team have decided to give out 20% of the total NUT 
held by the team (i.e. 20 million NUT) to compensate users who have lost their assets 
in this incident.

Since NUT has not yet been listed, the following is the relevant information:

Listing time: NUT is expected to be listed in March to April 2022.

Unlock term: Since this part of the NUT is separated from the share held by the 
team, the unlocking rules are consistent with the part of the team. Lock-up term is 3 
mths after listing, linear unlocking in 5 years with 20% per year.

NUT compensation is based on the value of the lost asset, the specific calculation is as 
follows (Calculated based on the value at 2021/11/19 14:50 UTC+8)：
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The list of users and staking amounts is as follows, and we will determine the amount of 
NUT compensation based on this list.

【Sheet】Nutbox - Mint Club Staking Data

Next Step
1. Walnut platform's functionalities will be temporarily suspended to protect user 

assets；

2. Nutbox Walnut contract will be redeployed. Please stay tuned ;

3. Please verify that the list information is accurate, if any question, please ask in the 
Nutbox official discussion group【https://t.me/nutbox_defi】.  

Nutbox team went through ups and downs together in the industry for many years and 
we won’t be defeated by these criminals from building up the Walnut platform. We will 
grow to achieve the long-term goal of building a Multi-chain CommunityFi platform.

We currently reached a consensus with the Mint Club team, we will face it together, 
develop together, and bring a better experience to users in the future.

Appendix
CertiK audit report 【https://cdn.wherein.mobi/nutbox/v2/docs/REP-Nutbox-Walnut-
Network-2021-10-29.pdf】

Please ask in the Nutbox official discussion group【https://t.me/nutbox_defi】 if 
any question.
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